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Unseen Passage – 1   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

Kamini Roy, poet and social worker, was born in 12 October, 1864 in the village of Basanda 

in Bakerganj district. She passed the Entrance examination in 1880 from Bethune Female 

School and FA in 1883 and B.A (Hons.) in Sanskrit in 1886 from Bethune College. The 

same year she started teaching at Bethune College. Kamini Roy was involved in cultural 

and social welfare activities, especially women's welfare. She started composing poems at 

an early age. Her first book of poems, Alo O Chhaya, was published in 1889. Her other 

poetical works include Nirmalya. Dharmaputra, Jibenpathey, etc. In recognition of her 

contribution to Bengali literature, she was awarded the Jagattarini Medal in 1929 by 

Calcutta University. She passed away on 27 September, 1993 in Hazaribagh, a small town 

in Bihar and Orissa Province, India.

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    same adj.– alike. involve v.–

engage. especially adv.– exceptionally. compose v.–

write, create. publish v.– expose. include v.– involve. 

recognition n.– acknowledgement. contribution n.–

subscription.

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage.

 1 × 5 = 5 

Year Event Where/What 

12 October 

1864 

was born (i) ------ 

(ii) ------ passed the Entrance 

examination 

Bethune Female 

School 

1886 (iii) ------ Bethune College 

Question Type : 3 (A&B) 
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1889 published  (iv) ------ 

1893 (v) ------ Hazaribagh 

B. Read the passage again and write 'True' or 'False' beside the following 

statements. Give correct answer for the false statement.

'True' 'False' 1 × 5 = 5 

 (a) Kamini Roy was a philanthropist. 

 (b) She started her career as a teacher. 

 (c) She started writing poems after joining the college. 

 (d) She died in Dhaka. 

 (e) 'Alo O Chhaya' is one of her novels. 

Ans. 

A. (i) Basanda in Bakerganj; (ii) In 1880; (iii) Passed B.A (Hons) in Sanskrit; (iv) Alo O 

Chhaya; (v) died. 

B. (a) False. Correct: Kamini Roy was a poetess. 

 (b) True. 

 (c) False. Correct: She started writing at an early age. 

 (d) False. Correct: She died in Hazaribagh, India. 

 (e) False. Correct: 'Alo O Chhaya' is one of her book of peoms. 

Unseen Passage – 2   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

People drink a lot of tea, There are many kinds of tea. There is black tea. 

There is green tea, red tea, yellow tea, etc. People drink a lot of tea in China. Some people 

drink it because it is good for them. It makes them healthy. Other people drink it because it 

tastes very good. It tastes delicious. People drink a lot of green tea in Japan and Korea. In 

Vietnam, some people drink coffee before they drink tea. People drink a lot of tea in 

England. Every afternoon, English people drink tea. They add milk to their tea. Mostly tea 

comes from China. Some tea comes from India, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. Kenya, Japan, 

and Indonesia also grow a lot of tea. 

 Word Meanings with Synonyms:  kind n.— sort, 

type. make v.— build, form. healthy adj.— 

strong. taste v.— try. add v.— 

mix. grow v.— produce. 
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A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage.  1 × 5 = 5 

What/Where/When Description 

(i)  --------------------------------- one kind of drink. 

(ii) Kinds of tea (ii) ------------------- 

(iii)  ------------------------------

--- 

drink a lot of green tea. 

(iv)  ------------------------------

--- 

every afternoon people drink 

tea. 

(v)  --------------------------------- main supplier of tea. 

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements. Give 

answer for the false statements. 1 × 5 = 5 

 (a) People in Japan drink black tea in plenty. 

 (b) Bangladesh is one of the major tea producers. 

 (c) Tea tastes bitter. 

 (d) The people of England drink tea in the morning on a regular basis. 

 (e) China is the largest supplier of tea. 

Ans. 

A. (i) Tea; (ii) black, green, red, yellow; (iii) people in Japan and Korea; (iv) In England; (v) China. 

B. (a) False. People in Japan drink green tea in plenty. 

 (b) True. 

 (c) False. Tea tastes delicious. 

 (d) False. The people of England drink tea in the afternoon on a regular basis. 

 (e) True. 

Unseen Passage – 3   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

National Professor Dr. Muhammad Ibrahim, a physician, teacher, organiser was born in 

Murshidabad, India on 31 December 1911. He spent major part of his life in the 

Government Health Services in 12 different key positions after getting MBBS degree in 

1938. He received MRCP in 1949. He was made FCCP in 1950. He founded the Diabetic 

Associations in Dhaka in 1956. He also founded its branches at Karachi and Lahore in 

West Pakistan in 1964. He established BIRDEM in 1980. In recognition to his contributions 
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in the health and social sectors, he received numerous prizes, medals and honours from 

different organisations. Some of such awards are Independence Day Gold Medal (1979), 

Mahabub Ali Khan Memorial Trust Award (1985) and Khan Bahadur Ahsanullah Memorial 

Trust Award (1987).  

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    physician n. – doctor. organiser 

n. – developer. recognition n. – acceptance. contribution 

n. – subscription. establish v. – found, start. 

numerous adj. – many. major adj. – main. award n. –

prize. 

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage. 1 × 5 = 5 

Who/What Event/Activity Where/Pla

ce 

Whe

n 

Dr. Muhammad 

Ibrahim 

born (i) ------ 1911 

He (ii) ------  1938 

He founded Diabetic 

Association 

(iii)------ 1956 

BIRDEM (iv) ----- Dhaka 1980 

He (v) ------  1979 

B. Read the passage again and write 'True' or 'False' beside the following statements. 

Give correct answer for the false statement. 1 × 5 = 5 

 (a) Dr. Ibrahim played a triple role in health sector.  

 (b) His contribution was hailed duly. 

 (c) He served in different ignoble positions. 

 (d) Dr. Ibrahim was born in Bangladesh. 

 (e) He was awarded Bangla Academy Medal. 

Ans. 

A. (i) in Murshidabad; (ii) obtained MBBS degree; (iii) in Dhaka; (iv) established; (v) was 

awarded Independence Day Gold Medal. 

B. (a) True. 
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 (b) True. 

 (c) False. Correct. He served in different key positions. 

 (d) False. Correct. Dr. Ibrahim was born in India. 

 (e) False. Correct. He was awarded Independence Day Gold Medal. 

Unseen Passage – 4   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

The National Memorial at Savar is a symbol of the nation's respect for the martyrs of the 

War of Liberation. It is built with concrete but made of blood. It stands 150 feet tall, but 

every martyr it stands for stands so much taller. It is an achievement the dimensions of 

which can be measured, but it stands for an achievement which is immeasurable. It stands 

upright for the millions of martyrs who laid down their lives so that we may stand upright. 

Most prominently visible is the 150 feet tower. There is actually a series of 7 towers that 

rise by stages to a height of 150 feet. The foundation was laid on the first anniversary of the 

Victory Day. There is actually a plan to build a huge complex. The entire complex will cover 

an area of 126 acres. The plan of this complex includes a mosque, a library and a museum. 

The relics of the Liberation War will be kept in the museum. They will ever remind 

everybody that would come to visit the museum of the valiant struggle and supreme 

sacrifices of a freedom loving people. Here also will be a warning to all oppressors that 

oppression will always be defeated. The will of people prevails, for man is born to be free. 

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    symbol n. – sign. 

martyr n. – immolate. achievement n. – gain. 

measure n. – weight. immeasurable adj. –

impossible to measure. upright adj. – vertical. 

prominently adv. – remarkably. relic n. 

– remains. valiant adj. – gallant. supreme 

adj. – greatest, highest.
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A.  Complete the following table with the information given in the passage.  1×5 = 5 

Who/ what Event/Activity Where/What How/ Why 

The National 

Memorial 

(i) —— at Savar as a symbol. 

The foundation 

of the memorial 

was laid (ii) .. —— to show 

nation's 

respect. 

A huge complex is to build  in the 

national 

memorial 

(iii) ——— 

The relics of the 

liberation war 

(iv) .. —— in the 

museum 

as a warning. 

v) (v)  — rise to a height of 

150 feet 

by stages. 

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements. 

Give answers for the false statements:  1 × 5 = 5 

 (a) It stands upright for thousands of martyrs. 

 (b) The foundation was laid on the first anniversary of the Victory Day. 

 (c) Their achievement is measurable. 

 (d) To keep us standing upright, they laid down their lives. 

 (e) Entire complex includes a mosque, a temple and a museum. 

Ans. 

A.  (i) situated; (ii) in 1972; (iii) planfully; (iv) will be kept; (v) A series of 7 towers. 

B. (a) False. It stands upright for the millions of martyrs.  

 (b) True. 

 (c) False. Their achievement is immeasurable. 

 (d) True. 

 (e) False. Entire complex includes a mosque, a library and a museum. 

Unseen Passage – 5   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

George Washington was the first President of the USA. He was born in 1732 in Virginia. His 

family used to cultivate tobacco in their estate Virginia. When he was twenty years old, he 

took over these estates and lived a comfortable life. In 1752, France and Britain started 

war. Then he left his estates and joined the English forces. He soon made a good name for 

himself as a brilliant officer. In 1773, the unpleasant incident known as Boston Tea Party 
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took place between the Americans and British. Thirteen colonies joined into a congress in 

1774. In 1775, some English troops were attacked and a war broke out. In 1776, the 

colonies formally declared themselves independent. Peace treaty was signed between 

America and Britain in 1783. When England and France made peace, he went to his home 

Virginia to live happily. In 1789, Washington became the first President of the United 

States. 

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    president n. –

monarch. cultivate v. – farm. comfortable 

adj. – pleasant. brilliant adj. –

meritorious. unpleasant adj. – horrible. incident 

n. – event. troop n. – soldier. declare v. –

announce. independent adj. – free. treaty 

n. – agreement.

A. Complete the table below with information from the above passage. 1 × 5 = 5 

Who/what Event when where 

George 

Washington 

(i) ............. in 1732 in Virginia 

French and 

British 

started war in 1752 (ii) .............. 

Boston Tea 

party 

unpleasant 

incident 

(iii) ................. in America 

and Britain 

(iv) .................. declared 

independence 

in 1776 in America 

Washington became the 

first president 

in 1789 (v) ................. 

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements. 

Give correct information for the false statement: 1 × 5 = 5 

(a) In his early life, Washington was a politician. 

(b) He led a discomfortable life after the war. 
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(c) He was acknowledged as an obedient officer. 

(d) When a war started between France and Britain, he joined the American force. 

(e) He was the pioneer President of the USA. 

Ans. 

A. (i) was born;  (ii) in Virginia; (iii) 1773; (iv) Colonies; (v) of the United States. 

B.   (a) False. In his early life, Washington was the owner of an estate. (b) True. (c) False. He 

was acknowledged as a brilliant officer. (d) False. When a war started between France and 

Britain, he joined the English force. (e) True. 

Unseen Passage – 6   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

William Wordsworth was born in 1770 at Cocker Mouth Cumberland Hills in England. He 

was one of the greatest poets of the Romantic Period (1798-1832). He was a great admirer 

of the French Revolution in his early life. He published in 1798 jointly with his friend 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, a volume of verses called 'Lyrical Ballads'. He is the author of a 

poetical autobiography- The Prelude. 

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    romantic adj. –

visionary. greatest adj. – ; best.  poet n. –

versifier. admirer n. – devotee. revolution n. –

revolt. publish v. – print. verses n. –

poetry. author n. – writer. autobiography n. –

memoirs. 

 

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage :  1 × 5 = 5 

Who Event/Activi

ty 

Where/Institu

te 

When/Time 

William 

Wordsworth 

born England (i) —— 

He playing key 

role 

(ii) —— 1798-1832 

He (iii)—— French 

Revolutio

n 

in his early life 

He published a volume of (iv) —— 
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verses 

He (v) —— Lyrical Ballads 1798 

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements. 

Give answers for the false statements.  1 × 5 = 5 

 (a) William Wordsworth was an English poet. 

 (b) He was born in the seventeenth century. 

 (c) He loved French Revolution. 

 (d) He is regarded as the greatest Romantic Poet. 

 (e) He along with John Keats wrote Lyrical Ballads in 1798. 

Ans. 

A. (i) 1770; (ii) Romantic period; (iii) admired; (iv) 1798; (v) published. 

B. (a) True. 

 (b) False. He was born in the eighteenth century. 

 (c) True. 

 (d) True. 

 (e) False. He along with S T Coleridge wrote Lyrical Ballads in 1798. 

Unseen Passage – 7   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

Ferdousi, the great poet, had a very set hand. He informed the Sultan of writing something 

remarkable. Then he began to write "The Shahnama" in honour of Sultan Mahmud. The 

Sultan promised to pay him a piece of gold coin for each verse. But when the epic was 

finished, it was found to contain sixty thousand verses. When the epic was taken to him, 

the Sultan now offered Ferdousi only sixty thousand piece of silver coins instead of gold 

coins. The poet refused to accept. The Sultan repenting, sent him sixty thousand pieces of 

gold coins. But his messengers arrived too late. When they reached the poet's house, they 

met the dead body being carried out for burial. The messengers came to the palace. They 

reported to the Sultan. The Sultan sat grave. He did not tell anything to anybody. Last of 

all, he called his courtiers and asked them to accompany him. The Sultan went there. He 

expressed his deep shock for the departed poet. 

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    inform v.– report. remarkable 

adj.– extraordinary. honour n. – respect. promise v.–

assure. verse n.– poetry. epic n.– epos. refuse 

v.– deny. accept v.– admit. repent v.– be sorry. 

burial n.– lying in the grave. messenger n.– postman. 

palace n.– court. grave n.– tomb. courtier n. –

companion. accompany v. – consort. departed adj.– last, dead.
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A. Complete the table below with information from the above passage. 1 × 5 = 5 

Name Event/Activity What/Why 

Ferdousi wanted to write (i) ...................... 

(ii) 

.......................... 

was written in honour of Sultan 

Mahmud 

The Sultan promised to give (iii) .................. 

(iv) ....................... contained sixty thousand verses 

The Sultan (v) .................. to express his deep 

shock 

B. Read the passage again and write 'True' or 'False' beside the following statements. 

Give correct answer for the false statement. 1 × 5 = 5 

(a) Ferdousi himself informed the Sultan of writing something remarkable. 

(b) The Sultan did not agree to his proposal. 

(c) The epic contained sixteen thousand verses. 

(d) Ferdousi rejected to take sixty thousand silver coins. 

(e) The Sultan was not repentant at last. 

Ans. 

A. (i) something remarkable; (ii) The Shahnama; (iii) a piece of gold coin for each verse; (iv) 

The Shahnama; (v) went before the grave of Ferdousi. 

B. (a) True. (b) False. The Sultan agreed to his proposal. (c) False. The epic contained sixty 

thousand verses. (d) True. (e) False. The Sultan was repentant at last. 

Unseen Passage – 8   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

Shaheed Minar is the symbol of our love, sincere interest and supreme sacrifice for our 

language. It is located in front of Dhaka Medical College. Hamidur Rahman, a famous 

architect, designed this significant monument. The vertical lines and columns suggest the 

loftiness and grandeur of the people martyred for the cause of language. It stands for the 

supremacy and sarcifice of life, love of people for their mother tongue. It contains all the 

aspirations of Bengali identity and nationalism. It is a symbol of freedom, strength and 
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unity. We feel the supreme sacrifice of the language martyrs and we should preserve the 

highness, supremacy of this mother language at any cost. The Shaheed Minar is the most 

significant emblem of our national life. It represents our victorious history of fight, sacrifice 

and gains. It also re-inspires us to maintain our national brotherhood and culture.  

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    supreme adj. –

highest. sacrifice n. – immolation. architect n. 

– designer. significant adj. – important. 

monument n. – memorial. contain v. –

include. aspiration n. – ambition. strength n. 

– vigour. unity n. – consistency. freedom n. –

independence. preserve v. – protect. emblem 

n. – token. victorious adj. – winner.

 

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage: 1 × 5 = 5 

Who/What Event/Activit

y 

Where/How/W

hat 

How/Why 

(i) —— is the national 

monument 

of nation's 

respect. 

Hamidur 

Rahman 

designed it (ii) —— 

It located (iii) —— to remember the 

place of 

occurrence. 

It iv) —— the loftiness of 

the martyred 

standing day and 

night. 

It contains (v) —— of us. 

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements. 

Give answers for the false statements: 1 × 5 = 5 

 (a) Hamidur Rahman planned the monument.  

 (b) Mother land is less important than mother. 
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 (c) We should uphold its highness. 

 (d) Shaheed Minar has become a part of our religious achievement. 

 (e) Shaheed Minar inspires us to maintain our national fraternity. 

Ans. 

A. (i) Shaheed Minar; (ii) wonderfully; (iii) Dhaka Medical College; (iv) symbolises; (v) all the 

national aspirations. 

B. (a) True. 

 (b) False. Motherland is no less important than mother. 

 (c) True. 

 (d) False. Shaheed Minar has become a part of our cultural achievement. 

 (e) True. 

Unseen Passage – 9   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

Jibanananda Das was born in a small town of Barisal in 1899. He took his Master's Degree 

in English at the age of 22. The next year he started his teaching career as a Professor of 

English at the Calcutta City College. He lost the job in 1928 on the charge of publishing a 

poem in the Parichaya Patrika. But two years after he joined the Ramjash College, Delhi but 

returned to his place of birth the next year. He got an appointment in Brajamahan College, 

Barisal in 1935. In 1947 when the partition was made, Jibanananda Das left Bangladesh for 

India. In West Bengal he started editing the Swaraj Patrika. In 1951 he joined the Khargpur 

College. He was awarded Rabindra Purashkar in 1953. He met with a tram accident on the 

14th October, 1954. He was hospitalized. After a few days he passed away on October 22, 

1954. 

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    career n.– profession. charge n.–

complaint. publish v.– reveal. join v. – enter into. return 

v.– come back. appointment n.– employment. partition 

n.– division. award n.– reward. tram n. –

street car. hospital n. – clinic. 

A. Complete the table below with information from the above passage. 1 × 5 = 5 
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Who/What Event/Activity Where When 

Jibanananda 

Das 

born (i) 

...................... 

in 1899 

Jibanananda  M. A English (ii) 

................... 

Career (iii) .................. Calcutta City 

College 

in 1922 

 Migration (iv) 

....................... 

in 1947 

(v) .................. award  in 1953 

B. Read the passage again and write 'True' or 'False' beside the following statements. 

Give correct answer for the false statement. 1 × 5 = 5 

(a) Jibanananda Das got an appointment at Dhaka College, Dhaka in 1951. 

(b) Jibanananda Das left Bangladesh before partition in 1947. 

(c) He started editing the Swaraj Patrika in New Delhi. 

(d) Jibanananda Das joined the Khargpur College in 1951. 

(e) Rabindra Purashkar was awarded to Jibanananda Das in 1953. 

Ans. 

A. (i) Barisal; (ii) 1921; (iii) teaching (iv) to India; (v) Rabindra Purashkar. 

B. (a) False. Jibanananda Das got an appointment in Brajamahan College, Barisal in 1935. (b) 

False. Jibanananda Das left Bangladesh for India after partition in 1947. (c) False. He started 

editing the Swaraj Patrika in West Bengal. (d) True. (e) True. 

Unseen Passage – 10   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

Hazrat Omar (R) was a great Caliph of the Muslim world. He was a kind hearted and just 

ruler. Usually he went round different places at night to see for himself the conditions of 

his people. He did it in disguise. 

One night the Caliph was walking alone as usual. Suddenly he heard some noise while he 

was passing by a hut. He went near the hut and found that some children were sitting 

around a big pot. Their mother was cooking something in the pot. The children were 

hungry and they were crying for food. "What are you cooking?" the Caliph asked. The 

woman looked at his face helplessly and did not say anything. Then the Chaliph found out 

that there was no food inside the pot. She was just boiling water. He was very sorry. He 

quickly came back to the "National Store", took a bag of flour and carried it himself to the 

woman. "Thank you, stranger," said the woman. "Thank you for your help. The Caliph 
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should be as kind as you."  

In fact, the woman did not know that the stranger was the Caliph himself. 

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    ruler n. –

monarch. disguise n. – mask. suddenly adv. –

all at once. hungry adj. – famished. stranger n. 

– unknown person. noise n. – riot. condition 

n. – situation. helplessly adv. –

powerlessly. 

 

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage: 1 × 5 = 5 

Who Activity What/Where Event/time 

i) ——  was great Caliph Muslim world 

Hazrat 

Omar(R) 

was ruler (ii)—— 

Hazrat 

Omar(R) 

observed conditions of people (iii) —— 

The stranger was (iv) .. —— himself 

The Caliph entered a poor woman's 

house 

(v) —— 

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements. 

Give answers for the false statements.  1 × 5 = 5  

 (a) Hazrat Omar (R) was walking in disguise. 

 (b) The children were crying for their father. 

 (c) The woman was cooking food for her children. 

 (d) Hazrat Omar (R) gave the woman some flour from the national store. 

 (e) Hazrat Omar (R) was not sorry for the woman. 

Ans. 
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A. (i) Hazrat Omar; (ii) of kind heart; (iii) in disguise; (iv) caliph; (v) one night. 

B. (a) True. 

 (b) False. The children were crying for food. 

 (c) False. The woman was pretending to cook food for her children. 

 (d) True. 

 (e) False. Hazrat Omar (R) was very sorry for the woman. 

Unseen Passage – 11   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

Cricket is one of the most popular games, especially, One Day Cricket. The first One  Day 

Cricket was played in Australia. One Day World Cup Cricket tournament was held first in 

England in 1975. The West Indies won the trophy. The 2nd and 3rd touraments were also 

held in England in 1979 and 1983 respectively. In 1987 Pakistan and India were host 

countries. In 1992 Pakistan won the trophy from Australia and New Zealand. The first 

Asian Test Final match was held in 1999 in Bangladesh. Bangladesh became Champion in 

ICC in 1997 in Malaysia. The World Cup Cricket Tournament of 1999 was held in England. 

Bangladesh also participated in this tournament. It was the last tournament of the 20th 

Century. Mini World Cup competition was held in Bangladesh in 1998. In 1996 Pakistan, 

India and Sri Lanka jointly arranged the tournament and Sri Lanka won the trophy. 

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    tournament n. –

competition. Participate v. – take part. 

Held v.pt. – occurred. host n. – inviter. 

champion n. – winner. arrange v. – fix 

up. trophy n. – cup. century n. – one hundred 

years.

 

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage:- 1 × 5 = 5 

Who/What Event/Achievem

ent 

Place/Countr

y 

Time/Year 

Cricket the first one day (i) ——  
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One Day 

tournament 

World Cup England (ii) ...  —— 

(iii) —— trophy England in 1975 

Bangladesh (iv) ——  Malaysia in 1996 

Mini World Cup held (v) —— in 1998 

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements. 

Give answers for the false statements. 1 × 5 = 5 

(a) The first Asian Test Final Match was held in Pakistan in 1890. 

(b) Bangladesh became runners up in ICC in 1996 in Malaysia. 

(c) The World Cup Cricket tournament of 1999 was held in Australia. 

(d) Mini World Cup competition was held in Bangladesh in 1998. 

(e) Pakistan, India and Sri Lanka jointly arranged Mini World Cup competition in 1996. 

Ans. 

A. (i) Australia;  (ii) 1975; (iii) West Indies; (iv) champion in ICC; (v) Bangladesh. 

B. (a) False. The first Asian Test Final match was held in 1999 in Bangladesh. 

 (b) False. Bangladesh became Champion in ICC in 1997 in Malaysia. 

 (c) False. The World Cup Cricket tournament of 1999 was held in England. 

 (d) True. 

 (e) True. 

Unseen Passage – 12   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

More than one hundred and seventy years ago, there lived in France one of the greatest 

soldiers called Napoleon Bonaparte. He was born in 1769 and died in 1821. When he was 

young, he joined the French army as an ordinary soldier. He rose quickly to a high position 

in the army by dint of his good work and courage. He grew very powerful and soon became 

the greatest man in the country. He fought several wars with the neighbouring countries 

and won victories over them. In 1804, he declared himself as an emperor. France under 

him was very powerful. He chose the soldiers who worked hard with him. He was strict to 

them when there was need to be so. But he was kind to them when there was no need to be 

strict. He loved them and paid them well. 

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    young adj.– adolescent. army n.–

military force. ordinary adj.– normal. quickly adv.– fast. 

courage n.– bravery. powerful adj.– mighty. several adv.–

various. emperor n.– king. strict adj. – rigid.  
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A. Complete the table below with information from the above passage. 1 × 5 = 5 

Who/What Event Time 

Napoleon was born in (i) ............. 

He declared himself  as 

an emperor 

in (ii) 

.......................... 

(iii) .................. under him was 

powerful 

 

He (iv) ....................... (v) .................. 

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements. 

Give answers for the False statements. 1 × 5 = 5 

(a) Napoleon Bonaparte was the emperor of France. 

(b) He was born in 1821. 

(c) France was very weak under him. 

(d) He was cruel to his soldiers. 

(e) In 1821, he declared himself as an emperor. 

Ans. 

A. (i) 1769; (ii) 1804; (iii) France; (iv) died; (v) in 1821. 

B. (a) True. (b) False. He was born in 1769. (c) False. France was very powerful under him. 

(d) False. He was strict but kind to his soldiers. (e) False. In 1804 he declared himself as 

an emperor. 

Unseen Passage – 13   

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions. 

 

Bangladesh is now an independent country. It achieved independence in 1971 after passing 

a long way of struggle. Before 1947, the country had been a part of the Indian sub-continent 

under the British rule and had been suffering extremely being deprived of many advantages 

of life. Through a lot of struggle and movement the sub-continent got rid of British-

exploitation. At name of East Pakistan, the country came under the dominion of West 

Pakistan. But it was a matter of great regret that our suffering and exploitation did not 

diminish under the Pakistani rule, rather it was increasing gradually. In the face of our 

protest and struggle they were taking up new devices of exploitation. As a part of their 

intrigue against us, they wanted to impose Urdu upon us as a state language. This event 
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inflamed in us the desire of being independent. With this end in view people of East Pakistan 

began to be united against them and rose in mass movement in 1969 and ultimately we 

achieved our long cherished independence in 1971 through a great war for nine months. 

Word Meanings with Synonyms :    independent adj. –

free. achieve v. – obtain, acquire. struggle n. 

– fight. extremely adv. – highly, awfully. 

advantage n. – benefit. deprive v. –

bereave. exploitation n. – suction, occlusion. 

dominion n. – reign, mastery. diminish v. –

reduce. protest n. – objection. intrigue n. –

conspiracy, plot. inflame v. – enliven, flare up. 

movement n. – agitation. ultimately adv. –

finally. cherish v. – nourish.

 

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage. 1 × 5 = 5 

What/who Even Times/days Place/situation 

Indian sub-

continent 

under the 

British rule 

(i) .......... India, Pakistan, 

Bangladesh 

The sub-

continent 

(ii)........ in 1947 India and 

Pakistan. 

East Pakistan under the rule 

of Pakistan 

(iii) From ... 

to .. 

the state of 

Pakistan. 

East Pakistan (iv)  ..  in 1969 under Pakistani 

rule 

Bangladesh independent (v) ......... through a great 

war 

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements. 

Give answers for the false statements. 1 × 5 = 5 


